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today’s activity

course introduction 

laboratory safety 

schedule 

group projects 

data analysis

International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA) - Monaco



environmental science



envs careers
environmental impact assessment 

consulting 

academics/research 

management / monitoring 

analysis - finance, government



the means to ENVS
laboratory and field methods



learning outcomes
1.Understand how scientific data is used to address 
environmental problems. 

2.Have a basic understanding of the techniques and 
methodologies necessary for collecting environmental 
data. 

3.Understand some of the problems inherent in data 
collection, and how this impacts data interpretation. 

4.Understand how data collected in the lab and field can 
be used to critically evaluate ideas.



success & attendance



success & note-taking

Charles Darwin



assessments
Methods Details Weighting in final

course grade (%)

Laboratory reports
derived from in-class field and lab 

activities, datasheets and short 
answers.

20

Assignments take-home assignments, project report 
milestones, etc. 10

Project reports final report draft, including report text & 
figures, project and assessments 50

Presentation
evaluation of public presentation of 
team project based on clarity and 

quality 
20



real-time feedback

poll everywhere! 

pollev.com/dmbaker 

let’s try it!



your instructor
Dr. David M. Baker 

dmbaker@hku.hk 
AIM: thedmbaker 
6299 1601 

SCUBA in Mexico



support staff & 
demonstrators
Ms. Lo, Ms. Leung 
Archna, Inga, Martin, Jane, Phil



my rules

1.be professional 

2.respect your time 

3.respect your team



course introduction
lab A is home base, 
but temporary (no 
access outside of 
classtime) 

3S-13 will be used for 
group projects 

no labwork without 
supervision 

Hong Kong is our “lab”
Mangrove tree coring - Guam



lab safety
#1 priority



lab safety

use common sense 

dress appropriately 

communicate 

respect 

issues of zero tolerance



required dress - lab
eyes/face 

body (clothes) 

hands 

legs/feet



lab coat & safety goggles

Yue Wa Main Store 
301‐309 Nathan Rd. 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 

Tel 3511‐2222 

~$75 HKD 



broken glass 

vs. 

sharps

KNOW THE DIFFERENCE!



fire safety

✘



field safety

never go alone 

communication 

risk assessment 

dress/protection 

equipment 

emergency plan



onwards to science!
the nature of data & the process of science



the scientific method

purpose = question 

hypothesis = question, 
distilled and refined 

Data Analysis 
Course, ENVS2002

20
01

20
02



the hypothesis

must be testable 

no “partial truth”; 
accept or reject 

framework for 
experimental design



hypothesis (pl. hypotheses)
H0: (null):  

states there is no difference  
identifies organism, population, group 
of interest 
identifies the target variable to measure 
leads to an experimental & analytical 
design 



hypothesis (-es)
Ha: (alternative hypotheses): 
any hypothesis that differs from the null 



which is better?
Hypothesis 1: Songbirds 
sing more when the weather 
is warm 

Hypothesis 2: The number 
of bird songs during daylight 
temperatures above 28ºC is 
not significantly different 
than the number heard per 
hour at temperatures below 
28ºC



let’s make some hypotheses
and test them as team projects 
(note: these projects will change. updates soon!)



problem: air pollution 
question: how does it affect soil chemistry?

team 1: hidden stone



team 2: hidden leaf
problem: air pollution (ozone) 
question: how does it affect plant health?



team 3: hidden tides
problem: microbial water quality 
question: how safe are HK beaches?



problem: air pollution (particulates) 
question: how bad is HK air quality?

team 4: hidden mist



problem: nutrient pollution (aq.) 
question: how does it affect sensitive species?

team 5: hidden sand



problem: light pollution 
question: how does it affect animal behavior?

team 6: hidden clouds



team 7:myōboku
problem: sound pollution 
question: how does it affect bird behavior?



team 8:hokage!
problem: sewage & nutrient pollution 
question: what is the extent of sewage impacts?



course schedule
Date Week Style Topic Skills Assignment

9/1 1 LECTURE Lab Safety, The Process of 
Science, & Projects

safety, equipment, experimental design,
 scientific method lab contract (in class)

9/8 2 LAB Photosynthesis & Respiration measuring pH & DO, Winkler titration the nature of data

9/15 3 FIELD/LAB Water Quality Assessment secchi, pH, BOD, Van Dorn sampler, TSS, 
nutrients, microbial community

9/22 4 FIELD/LAB Soil Analysis pH, density, moisture, organic & nutrient 
content, texture bibliography

9/29 5 FIELD* Terrestrial Ecology
Dr. L. Gibson ecological analysis, quadrats, transects

10/6 6 LECTURE/LAB Stable Isotope Analysis fundamentals, applications, fingernail survey, 
analysis group meetings

10/13 7 READING WEEK

10/20 8 FIELD Marine sediment analysis sediment sampling, heavy metals analysis 
(demo) report outline

10/27 9 FIELD Atmospheric Pollution air sampling, pollution gradients, particulates, 
isotopes

10/31* 10 SWIMS Field Trip Organismal Physiology Fluorometry, Respirometry, Biochemistry

11/3 11 LAB DNA Techniques DNA extraction, PCR, sequencing introduction

11/10 12 TBD Group Projects Data, Data, Data

11/17 13 TBD Group Projects Data, Data, Data

11/24 13 TBD Group Projects Data, Data, Data
REVISION WEEK

12/1 14 Group Presentations - PUBLIC SPEAKING! presentation

12/8 15 EXAM PERIOD
12/15 16 NO EXAM        **Final Report Due**



field trip - SWIMS

October 31st (~11 - 6pm) 

Mandatory (not optional) 

Mark your calendar!



the nature of data	
collecting quality data is our goal



why collect data?

essential for good science 

life is filled with variation 

central tendency is 
fundamental



frequency distribution

-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



some terminology



natural science

we want to know that 
our estimate of the 
mean is more than 
95% accurate  

(+/- 2SD) 

statistics help us to test 
this!

standard deviation



hypothesis testing

is the mean of B 
different from A or C? 

is the mean of A 
different from B or C?



accuracy vs. precision

can you 
determine the 
“right” value?

how many times 
can you get the 

same value?



accuracy vs. precision

not accurate 
not precise

not accurate 
precise

accurate 
precise



significant figures (digits)

displays the precision 
of the value 

how precise is the 
measurement? 

usually defined by 
instrument  

conserved in math



significant figures (digits)
1.Non-zero digits are ALWAYS significant. 

• 1.23 = 3 significant digits 

2.Leading zeros are NEVER significant. 

• 0.00123 = 3 significant digits 

• the same as 1.23 x 10-3 

3.Embedded zeros are ALWAYS significant. 

• 1.0203 = 5 significant digits 

4.Trailing zeros MAY be significant 

• 1.2300 = 5 significant digits 

• 12300. = 5 significant digits 

• 12300 = 3 significant digits



significant figures in math
1.addition & subtraction 

• no more precise than least precise 

33.46 + 0.8 = 34.3 

2.multiplication & division 

• round to lowest sig. digits of the operands 

2.30 x 4.2 = 9.7 

ALTHOUGH YOUR CALCULATOR OR EXCEL GENERATES MANY DIGITS 
(e.g. 12.0034572937756820201....) IS YOUR MEASUREMENT THAT 

PRECISE??



take-home activity 
“the nature of data”
OK to work together, but everyone must hand-in 
df = 4; t0.05 = 2.776 
df = 118; t0.05 = 1.980



before next time...
1) complete “the nature of data” due Sept. 8th 
2) select group project and form teams (details soon) 
3) review lab safety handbook, (sign contract) 
4) purchase lab coat & safety glasses  
    (required for next lab) 


